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We compute graviton scattering amplitudes in M theory using Feynman rules for a scalar particle coupled to
gravity in eleven dimensions. The processes that we consider describe the single graviton exchange and the
double graviton exchange, that in M~atrix! theory correspond to the v4/r7 and v6/r14 term, respectively. We
argue that the v6/r14 term appearing in M~atrix! theory at two loops can be obtained from the covariant
eleven-dimensional four-graviton amplitude. Finally, we calculate the v8/r18 term appearing at two loops in
M~atrix! theory. It has been previously conjectured that this term is related to a four graviton scattering
amplitude involving the R4 vertex of M theory.
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PACS number~s!: 11.25.Sq, 04.65.1eI. INTRODUCTION
M theory is the ‘‘quantum version’’ of eleven-
dimensional supergravity. The low energy degrees of free-
dom and interactions of this theory are those of general rela-
tivity. However, if one wants to calculate, e.g., radiative
corrections to graviton scattering amplitudes one has to
know how to describe the short distance degrees of freedom
of M theory. M~atrix! theory @1# is a proposal that in the
infinite momentum frame these degrees of freedom can be
described in terms of Dirichlet zero branes. Graviton scatter-
ing amplitudes that are usually hard to compute ~or even
infinite! using standard quantum field theory techniques can
be calculated in terms of a simple quantum mechanical
model. So for example, the v4/r7 term appearing at one-loop
in M~atrix! theory has an interpretation as a single graviton
exchange diagram in eleven dimensions, while the v6/r14
term appearing at two-loops in M~atrix! theory describes a
correction coming from general relativity @2#. An example of
a quantum gravity correction is the v8/r18 term appearing at
two loops in M~atrix! theory @3#.
In this paper we would like to consider these three terms
in the effective potential between two gravitons in some de-
tail. In Sec. II we will compute the v4/r7 and v6/r14 terms
using Feynman rules for supergravity. In Sec. III we will
show that the relativistic correction can be calculated using
the covariant four-graviton amplitude in eleven dimensions
@4,5#. In Sec. IV we will make some remarks about quantum
gravity corrections and give the exact result for the v8 term
appearing in M~atrix! theory at two loops. The Appendix
contains more explicitly some of our calculations.
II. SINGLE GRAVITON EXCHANGE
In this section we would like to consider the scattering of
two gravitons in eleven dimensions. The Feynman rules that
we need to do this calculation were derived a long time ago
by Feynman @6# and De Witt @7# ~see also @8#!. The vertices
involving gravitons are rather complicated so that we will
*Email address: beckerk@theory.caltech.edu
†Email address: mbecker@theory.caltech.edu570556-2821/98/57~10!/6464~7!/$15.00address the problem using a simpler model that captures the
important properties of the calculation. First, we will be as-
suming that one of the gravitons involved in the process is
heavy so that it can be treated as the source for the gravita-
tional field in which the other graviton is scattered. There-
fore, we will be considering a problem of potential scatter-
ing. Our second assumption is that we can treat the ‘‘probe
graviton’’ as a scalar particle. The vertices describing the
coupling of a scalar to gravity are simpler than vertices in-
volving gravitons ~see @7#!.
We consider the eleven-dimensional1 Einstein action
coupled to a massless scalar field
S5E d11xA2gS 1k112 R1 12 gmn]mw]nw D , ~2.1!
and we expand the metric around a flat Minkowski back-
ground
gmn5hmn1hmn . ~2.2!
Here hmn is a small fluctuation that describes the source
graviton field. The action for the ‘‘probe graviton’’ w then
becomes
Sw5E d11xS 2 12 whw1 12 hmn
3F]mw]nw2 12 hmn]lw]lw G1‘‘hhww’’ D ,
~2.3!
where we have indicated explicitly the cubic vertex and only
symbolically the quartic vertex whose explicit form can be
found in @7#. The source graviton has vanishing transverse
velocity and it moves with the speed of light in the eleven
direction @2#. It is described by the Aichelburg-Sexl metric
@9# whose only nonvanishing component is h22 :
h225
15Ns
2R2M Pl
9
1
r7
, ~2.4!
1We are using the signature ~2,1, . . . ,1!.6464 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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s 5Ns /R is the momentum of the source graviton
and M Pl is the Planck mass that is related to the gravitational
constant by k11
2 516p5/M Pl
9
. The action takes then the form
Sw5
1
2 E d11x~2whw1h11]1w]1w1fl !. ~2.5!
In the following we will consider the single graviton ex-
change process in the potential scattering description. The
lightlike compactification which is described in terms of a
nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger equation is relevant for finite N
M~atrix! theory @10#. The spacelike compactification is de-
scribed in terms of a relativistic Klein-Gordon equation
which leads to additional terms in the effective potential that
are of no relevance for finite N . We will further generalize
these results to the double graviton exchange describing the
relativistic corrections.
A. One graviton exchange in the lightlike compactification
In the lightlike compactification the equation of motion
for w that follows from ~2.5! is
S 12m ]
2
]xW 2
1i
]
]t Dw5Vw , with V52 12m h22]t2.
~2.6!
Here m5Np /R , t5x1/2 and we have used that w is in a
state of definite p2 . Equation ~2.6! has the form of a non-
relativistic Schro¨dinger equation for a particle with mass m
in an external potential V .
The S matrix can be obtained using the standard quantum
mechanics techniques. The free propagator for this massive
particle is
K0~xW f ,t f ;xW i ,t i!5u~t f2t i!E d9pW~2p!9 eipW ~xW f 2xW i!2iE~t f 2t i!,
~2.7!
where (xW ,pW ) denotes the nine-dimensional transverse space
and E5pW 2/2m is the light-cone energy. The plane wave so-
lutions to the equation of motion have a nonrelativistic nor-
malization
w~xW ,t!5
1
~2p!9/2 e
i~pW xW2Et!
. ~2.8!
To first order the S matrix is given by
S ~1 !52iE wout* ~xW f ,t f !K0~xW f ,t f ;xW ,t!
3V~xW ,t!K0~xW ,t;xW i ;t i!w in~xW i ,t i!dxW fdxWdxW idt .
~2.9!
After evaluating the different integrals we get2
2Here and in the following we omit the factor 2pid(E f2Ei) that
expresses energy conservation from all the scattering amplitudes.S ~1 !52
NsNp
R3M Pl
9
v4
8~2p!5
1
ukW u2
, ~2.10!
where kW5pW f2pW i is the nine-dimensional momentum trans-
fer. The effective potential is obtained by Fourier-
transforming
Veff
~1 !52
15
16
NsNp
R3M Pl
9
v4
r7
. ~2.11!
This is the result that was computed in @1#, @11#, and @2#.
B. One graviton exchange in the spacelike compactification
The previous calculation can be repeated for a spacelike
compactification. In this case the equation of motion for w
has the form of a relativistic Klein-Gordon equation:
S ]2]xW 22 ]2]x02 1m2Dw5Vw , with V52h22~]x02m !2,
~2.12!
where m is the eleven-component of the momentum. The
solutions to the free equation of motion are now plane waves
with a relativistic normalization
w~x !5
1
~2p!9/2
1
A2E
eipx, ~2.13!
where E25pW 21m2.
The S matrix to first order is now
S ~1 !52iE wout* ~y !V~y !w in~y !d10y . ~2.14!
After performing the integration and a Fourier transforma-
tion we obtain
Veff
~1 !52
Np
R
h22
2
~A12v221 !2
A12v2
. ~2.15!
This result agrees with @2#. While in the lightlike compacti-
fication the S matrix contained only a v4 term ~2.11!, here
we obtain a series in terms of v . The difference is due to the
fact that in the second calculation w obeys relativistic kine-
matics, while in the lightlike compactification w obeys a non-
relativistic Schro¨dinger equation. These additional terms
have no relevance for finite N M~atrix! theory and are sub-
leading in the large N expansion.
III. GENERAL RELATIVITY CORRECTIONS
A. Double graviton exchange in the lightlike compactification
Corrections coming from general relativity are described
by the diagonal term in the table appearing in @2#. They have
integer powers in k11 . The simplest example of a correction
of this type is the v6/r14 term appearing in M~atrix! theory at
two loops. It can be obtained from the double graviton ex-
change or equivalently a second order scattering process.
Here we will evaluate the contribution involving two cubic
vertices of the type ~2.6!. To second order the S matrix de-
scribed by ~2.6! is given by
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3K0~xW8,t8;xW ,t!V~xW ,t!K0~xW ,t;xW i ,t i!
3w in~xW i ,t i!dxW idxWdtdxW8dt8dxW f . ~3.1!
We can evaluate the xW i , xW f , xW , and xW8 integrals exactly.
From the t, t8 integrals we get the contribution
E
2`
1`
dteit~E f 2Ei!E
0
1`
dteit~E f 2pW 2/2m !, ~3.2!
where we have transformed to a new integration variable t
5t2t8. The first integral again gives energy conservation
but the second integral does not converge. We can evaluate it
using a trick of Feynman and Hibbs @12#. Expression ~3.2!
can be written as
2pd~E f2Ei! lim
e!0
2i
E f2E1ie
, ~3.3!
where E5pW 2/2m . The S matrix to second order then takes
the form
S ~2 !5
Np
3Ns
2
R7M Pl
18
v8
32 lime!0
E d9pW
~2p!10
1
upW f2pW u2
3
1
upW i2pW u2
1
pW 22pW f
22ie
. ~3.4!
This is a standard integral that appears in the computation of
radiative corrections to Coulomb scattering @13# and we
solve it explicitly in the Appendix. The leading nonanalytic
behavior of this integral is
I5
p6
256
ukW u5
p f
2 . ~3.5!
In order to Fourier transform this expression we need
E d9kWeikWrWukW u5522153352 p4
r14
. ~3.6!
Up to a constant the final result for the effective potential
is
Veff
~2 !}2
225
64
Ns
2Np
R5M Pl
18
v6
r14
. ~3.7!
This shows that this diagram indeed gives a contribution to
the v6/r14 term. To get the exact numerical coefficient one
would have to evaluate all possible double graviton ex-
change diagrams. Moreover, from the Appendix we observe
that the imaginary part of this amplitude is infrared
divergent.3 This is familiar from the calculation of radiative
corrections to Coulomb scattering in four dimensions @13#.
To cancel this divergence one gives a mass to the photon and
the sum over all polarizations gives a finite amplitude. Po-
3Infrared divergences in quantum gravity can be treated in the
same manner as in quantum electrodynamics @14#.larizations for the probe graviton will have to be taken into
account here as well at some point. This calculation seems
much harder because graviton vertices are rather compli-
cated. The easiest way to proceed might be to compute this
four-graviton amplitude using type-IIA string theory as we
do in the next section. Of course, we expect the loop ampli-
tude to reproduce the result of the classical calculation of @2#.
This is similar to the situation appearing in the four-
dimensional Newton potential4 @15#. Here general relativity
corrections can be computed through graviton scattering am-
plitudes or by a classical calculation in which the zero com-
ponent of the Schwarzschild metric is expanded.
B. The covariant four-graviton amplitude
It is curious to see that in the spacelike compactification
the general relativity correction of the previous section can
be computed from the covariant four-graviton amplitude
@4,5#. The sum of the tree level and one-loop contributions to
the on-shell four-graviton amplitude in D dimensions is
given by @4#
~kinematical factor!
3S 1stu GS 12 a82 s DGS 12 a82 t DGS 12 a82 u D
GS 11 a82 s DGS 11 a82 t DGS 11 a82 u D
1c1g ~1 !1flD , ~3.8!
where c1 is a calculable number determined by unitarity @16#
and s , t , and u are the Mandelstam variables
s52~p11p2!2,
t52~p11p4!2,
u52~p11p3!2. ~3.9!
Here 1 and 2 are incoming particles while 4 and 3 are out-
going and pi describe their corresponding momenta. The first
term in formula ~3.8! represents the tree level contribution
while the one-loop part of the amplitude g (1) is given by
g ~1 !5
k10
2
a8
E d2t
~Im t!2 F~t!@F2~a ,t!#
102D
, ~3.10!
where a5Aa8/R is a dimensionless parameter. The expres-
sion for F(t) can be found in @4#. We are interested in the
low-energy limit of this amplitude which corresponds to the
zero slope limit a8!0. The one-loop contribution is diver-
gent for D>8 ~here we consider D511!. The finite part of
~3.8! reduces to
4We thank Steven Weinberg for pointing out this reference to us.
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stu
1c1g0
~1 !1fl D , ~3.11!
where
g0
~1 !5kD
2 c~g!@Ig~s ,t !1Ig~ t ,s !1Ig~s ,u !
1Ig~u ,s !1Ig~ t ,u !1Ig~u ,t !# , ~3.12!
is the asymptotic value of g (1) and g5D/224. Here c(g) is
a constant determined by the dimensionality of the space-
time:
c~g!5
1
4 S p4 D
g11/2
@sin~pg!G~g15/2!#21. ~3.13!
The function I(g) is
Ig~s ,t !5tg11E
0
1 ~12x !g11dx
sx2t~12x ! . ~3.14!
In D511 we get g53/2 so that c(g) is
c~3/2!52
p2
384 , ~3.15!
and g0
(1)
g0
~1 !52
p2
384 k11
2 @I3/2~s ,t !1I3/2~ t ,s !
1I3/2~s ,u !1I3/2~u ,s !1I3/2~ t ,u !1I3/2~u ,t !# .
~3.16!
The integrals I3/2 can all be evaluated exactly but give rather
complicated functions. Expanding around t50 we are inter-
ested in the leading nonanalytic5 term in t . It is given by
g0
~1 !5ik11
2 p
3
384
t5/2
s
1O~ t7/2!. ~3.17!
The kinematical factor in ~3.8! can be computed from the
tree level contribution of this formula. We consider the case
where the first graviton has vanishing transverse velocity,
i.e., p15(M ,0,M ), where M5Ns /R is the mass. The second
incoming graviton has p25(E2 ,pW 2 ,m), where E225pW 221m2
is the relativistic energy, pW 2 is the nine-dimensional trans-
verse momentum and m5Np /R is the mass. To leading or-
der in the velocity we have
s52MmvW 21fl ,
t52ukW u21fl ,
u52s2t . ~3.18!
Here we have set upW 2u5mv to leading order in v . As can be
easily checked the result for the tree level contribution com-
5The analytic terms correspond to contact terms after Fourier
transforming.puted in @1# and @11# is reproduced with a kinematical factor
2k11
2 s2u2. The tree level amplitude then becomes
A tree5k11
2 s
2
t
52k11
2 M 2m2
v4
ukW u2
. ~3.19!
In order to obtain the potential we are interested in the Fou-
rier transformed of this expression with respect to the mo-
mentum transfer. Using the relation
E d9kW
~2p!9
eik
WrW
ukW u2
5
15
2~2p!4
1
r7
, ~3.20!
we obtain
V0~r !5
1
2pR E d
9kW
~2p!9 e
ikWrWA tree5
15
16
NpNs
R3M Pl
9
v4
r7
.
~3.21!
In order to obtain this result we have included a normaliza-
tion factor of 1/A2E for each state.
Using the above kinematical factor we can obtain the
form of the one-loop contribution to the potential. The one-
loop amplitude is given by
A1 loop52k11
4 c1
p3
384 M
3m3v6ukW u5. ~3.22!
We Fourier transform this expression using ~3.6!. Up to a
constant the result for the one-loop contribution to the poten-
tial is then
V1~r !}Np
225
64
Np
2Ns
R5M Pl
18
v6
r14
. ~3.23!
We observe that the covariant amplitude differs by a factor
Np from the result calculated in @2# using a classical picture.
The difference is due to the fact that the covariant amplitude
integrates over all eleven-dimensional momenta running in
the loop while in the M~atrix! theory calculation only states
with fixed p2 are allowed to run through the loop. Both
amplitudes are related6 by a phase factor times Np . This has
to be taken into account when loop diagrams are calculated
while tree diagrams naturally agree.
IV. QUANTUM GRAVITY CORRECTIONS
M~atrix! theory not only allows us to compute corrections
coming from general relativity but the much harder quantum
gravity corrections. They have, in general, fractional powers
of k because a dimensionful parameter, the cutoff, is present
in the calculation. An example of a correction of this sort is
the v8/r18 term appearing in M~atrix! theory at two loops.
The result for this term in the effective potential can be eas-
ily obtained by a simple extension of the calculation per-
formed in @17#
6We thank David Gross and Lenny Susskind for discussions on
this.
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3352372359
211
Ns
2Np
R7M 24
v8
r18
. ~4.1!
Susskind conjectured that this term is related to a four
graviton amplitude involving the R4 vertex of M theory @3#.7
From the M theory point of view the following is known.
The leading term in the M theory effective action is the con-
ventional Einstein term. However, there could be corrections
coming from higher dimensional operators:
R21R31R41fl . ~4.2!
Fradkin and Tseytlin @22# have shown that
Rm50, for m50,1,2,3 ~4.3!
at one loop. The one-loop correction to the effective action
takes then the form:
S}E d11xA2gL113 R4, ~4.4!
where L11 is a dimensionful cutoff. This cutoff can be de-
termined from the type-IIA string theory, as was done in @23#
and @24#. These authors decompactified the four-graviton
amplitude of d59 closed superstring theory to calculate the
R4 interaction in eleven dimensions:
S5
1
2k11
2 E A2gR1 ck112/3 E A2gt8t8R4, ~4.5!
where c is a number that can be extracted from @23#. It is
plausible to use this result to compute the analog of ~4.1!
from the supergravity point of view. While it seems hard to
do a precise calculation because we expect polarizations and
fermions to be relevant, it is not too hard to see that the four
graviton amplitude involving the vertex ~4.5! indeed gives a
contribution to ~4.1!. We can use the probe-source picture of
the previous sections.8 Higher-order local curvature invari-
ants in eleven-dimensional supergravity do not change the
form of h22 @25#. The only effect of such a term is to
change the action of the probe, so that the equation of motion
for w involves a new potential:
V~xW ,t!w}S ]2h22]xW 2 D
2
]t
4w1fl . ~4.6!
This potential comes from the term (R2r2r)2(R1i1 j)2 of the
interaction vertex. The dots indicate other contributions in
which we are not interested. Up to a constant the effective
action from the supergravity calculation is
Sv8}
Np
3Ns
2
R7M Pl
24
v8
r18
. ~4.7!
The dependences on v , r Ns , R , and M Pl agree with
~4.7!, but we seem to find a disagreement for the dependence
on Np . A similar conclusion was obtained independently in
7Some discussion on this appeared in @18–21#.
8We thank Joe Polchinski for discussions on this.@20#. While the M~atrix! theory result is linear in Np , the
M-theory result is proportional to Np
3
. It seems plausible that
the origin of this discrepancy is again the fact that in the
M-theory calculation states with eleven-dimensional momen-
tum are running through the loops, while in the M~atrix!
theory calculation these states have a fixed p2 . This changes
the Np dependence of the result as we have seen in the pre-
vious sections. A more careful analysis including polariza-
tions and fermions would have to be done to check if the
numerical coefficient agrees. While the M~atrix! theory cal-
culation was an easy extension of our previous calculation
@17#, the discrete light core quantization ~DLCQ! M-theory
counterpart seems to be much harder @26#.
One may want to ask at this moment: why should the
supergravity calculation agree with the M~atrix! theory cal-
culation at all, especially because of the discrepancies found
in the recent papers @27,28# or why does the relativistic cor-
rection come out correctly in the calculation performed in
@2#? Probably the most natural explanation9 would be that the
quantities computed in @27# and @28# receive corrections in
the large N limit, while the quantity computed in @2# might
obey a nonrenormalization theorem that guarantees that the
supergravity result is reproduced by M~atrix! theory for finite
N . Our goal for the near future should then be to find out
which quantities are not renormalized in the large N limit so
that they can be computed with finite N M~atrix! theory.
Maybe an argument along the lines of @29# can be carried out
here as well.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we are going to compute explicitly the
integral:
I5 lim
e!0
E d9pW 1upW f2pW u2
1
upW i2pW u2
1
p22p f
22ie
, ~A1!
where p5upW u and the same for pW f . The above integrand can
have poles when the denominator vanishes. In order to regu-
larize them we introduce a ‘‘graviton mass’’ s. At the end of
the calculation we will be interested in the leading order
behavior in terms of s. Therefore we would like to compute
the integral:
I5 lim
e!0
E d9pW 1upW f2pW u21s2
1
upW i2pW u21s2
1
p22p f
22ie
~A2!
to leading order in s. First it is convenient to use the formula
9We thank Lenny Susskind for discussions on this.
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ab 5
1
2 E21
1 dz
a~11z !/21b~12z !/22 , ~A3!
to write
1
upW 2pW f u2upW 2pW iu2
52
1
4
E
21
1 1
L
]
]L F 1~pW 2PW !21L2Gdz ,
~A4!
where
PW 5
1
2 @~11z !pW f1~12z !pW i# ,
L25s21
1
4 ~12z
2!k2, ~A5!
and qW 5pW f2pW i is the momentum transfer. Using this identity
I can be written in the form
I52
1
4
E
21
1
dz
1
L
]
]L
I˜,
with
I˜5 lim
e!0
E d9pW 1
~pW 2PW !21L2
1
p22p f
22ie
. ~A6!
We will compute the real and the imaginary part of the above
integral separately. In order to do this we use the identity
1
p22p f
22ie
5P.P.S 1p22p f2D 1ipd~p22p f2!, ~A7!
where P.P. denotes the principal part and d is the Dirac delta
function. We will first begin with the imaginary part. It is
given byIm I˜5pE d9pW d~p22p f2!
~pW 2PW !21L2
52
p4
12
p f
6
P
logS L21~PW 1pW f !2
L21~PW 2pW f !2
D . ~A8!
Inserting in ~A6! we can get the result for the imaginary part
of I to leading order in s:
Im I5
p5
6
p f
5
q2 logS s
2
q2 D1O~s2!. ~A9!
The real part of I˜ is
Re I˜5E d9pW 1
~pW 2PW !21L2
P.P.S 1p22p f2D ~A10!
to get
Re I˜5E
0
`
dkE d9pW sin k~p22p f2!
~pW 2PW !21L2
. ~A11!
This integral is straightforward to compute, just a bit lengthy.
Here we are only going to write down the terms of Re I in
which we are interested. These are the terms that in the re-
gion for small momentum transfer are nonanalytic. To lead-
ing order in s they are
Re I5
p6
4
p f
4
~4p f
22q2!3
uqu5S 12 q26p f2 1 q
4
80p f
4D 1fl .
~A12!
The leading nonanalytic behavior of I in terms of qW is
then given by
I5
p6
256
uqu5
p f
2 1i
p5
6
p f
5
q2 logS s
2
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